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I consider the whole bill is a disconnect from reality and should be abandoned or voted down 
because it supports the notion of a 'post-truth' world where everyone becomes more confused 

  about everything. Now more than ever, we need to be acknowledging objec ve truths and 
biological realities. Yes, we need to accommodate those who are different, but without making such 

  differences into required norms that we ac vely promote/ preach. Do we need legisla on to 
change community attitudes? Only in a group-think dictatorship where compulsion is required to 
get people to believe the unbelievable. It is an abuse of power for governments to be seeking to 
control thought. The government should be focusing on minimizing harm/ injustice without 
accidentally promoting/ preaching one-size-fits-all solutions that somebody in power thinks is a 
good thing that should make everyone happy, and that people should become enslaved to via 

  government control.The Labor Party should be suppor ng the working man, without hijacking by 
the 'post-fact' fantasies of kids and academics. Democratic governments should not be participating 
in mass coordinated world-wide efforts to de-sex the population. This leads directly to population 
control, and we know how that went for Germany in the middle of the last century when its 

  democracy was similarly subverted.The worldwide direc ves of agencies such as the UN are 
corporately funded and so are not principally motivated by the benefit of the people. Local Bills 
replicating such directives should not be passed to support these agendas where 'the common 
good' has been twisted into meaning 'maximizing profit for shareholders/ stakeholders' and 'one 
size fits all' to minimize the costs of doing so, followed by coercive control. Queensland should be 
retaining its sovereignty and not defaulting to deleterious international interference and agendas. 
  

  This Bill will also not protect real women and girls. It will instead endanger them.
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